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Acute myeloid leukemia and clonal chromosome aberrations in relation to
past exposure to organic solvents
by Maria Albin, MDJ1Jonas Bjork, BSc, Hans Welinder, PhD, Hikan Tinnerberg, PhD, Nils Mauritzson
MD,2 Bertil Johansson, MD,3 Rolf Billstrom, MD,* Ulf Stromberg, PhD, Zoli Mikoczy, MSc,l Tomas
Ahlgren, MD,4 Per-Gunnar Nilsson, MD,2 Felix Mitelman, MD,3 Lars Hagmar, MD1
Albin M, Bjork J, Welinder H, Tinnerberg H, Mauritzson N, Johansson B, Billstrom R, Stromberg U, Mikoczy Z,
Ahlgren T, Nilsson P-G, Mitelman F, Hagmar L. Acute myeloid leukemia and clonal chromosome aberrations in
relation to past exposure to organic solvents. Scand J Work Environ Health2000;26(6):482-491.

Objectives The effects of occupational and leisure-timeexposures on the risk of acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
were investigated with emphasis on clonal chromosome abenations (CCA) and morphological subtypes.
Methods Consecutively diagnosed cases of AML (N=333) and 1 population referent per case were retrospectively
included in the study. Information on worktasks, companies, and leisure-time activities was obtained with
telephone interviews. Exposure probability and intensity were assessed by occupational hygienists. Associations
were evaluated with logistic regression.
Results Exposure to organic solvents was associated with an increased risk of AML [low exposure: OR 1.5 (95%
confidence interval (95% CI) 1.0-2.3, moderate-high exposure: OR 2.3 (95% CI 1.0-5.0)]. For exposure to
solvents, but not to benzene, the OR was 1.2 (95% CI 0.69-2.0) for "low" and 2.7 (95% CI 1.0-7.3) for
"moderate-high" exposure. The observed effects increased with intensity and duration of exposure. The estimated
effects were higher for patients >60 years of age at the time of diagnosis. The effect of exposure to organic solvents
was not differential with regard to morphology [except possibly erythroleukemia:OR4.2,95% CI 1.0-17 or the
presence of CCA in general]. No increased risk for AML with complex CCA or with total or partial losses of
chromosomes 5 or 7 were observed, but ahigher risk was found for AML with tllsomy 8 (OK 11,95% CI 2 . 7 4 2 )
as the sole aberration.
C O ~ C ~ U S Exposure
~ O ~ ~ S to organic solvents was associated with an increased risk of AML. This association was
not due to benzene exposure alone and may be modified by age. Furthermore, specific associations with trisomy 8,
and possibly also erythroleukemia,were suggested.
Key terms age, benzene, case-referent, cytogenetic, effect modification, erythroleukemia, occupational limit
values, population attributablerisk, trisomy 8.
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is characterized by
acquired, nonrandom clonal chromosome abnormalities,
which have proved to be clinically and biologically important since they provide diagnostic, prognostic, etiologic, and pathogenetic information (1,2). Some experimental studies indicate that different exposures may
cause different types of clonal chromosome abnormalities (3-5). Furthermore, AML following radio- or chemotherapy differs cytogenetically from de novo AML (6,
7). The patterns for clonal chromosome abnormalities in
treatment-related AML seem to vary with respect to the
type of cytostatic drugs used. For example, alkylating
1

2
3
4

agents have been associated with total or partial losses
of chromosomes 5 and 7 and deletions of the short arms
of chromosomes 3 and 12, whereas topoisomerase-I1 inhibitors have been linked to structural rearrangements of
chromosome bands 1 1q23 and 21q22 (8,9). In addition,
in peripheral lymphocytes of healthy workers exposed to
high concentrations of benzene, dose-dependent gains
(mainly trisomy) of chromosome 8 (10) and deletions of
chromosomes 5 and 7 (1 1) have been found.
Known risk factors for A M L include radio- and
chemotherapy, benzene exposure, and smoking (12). In
addition, exposure to other organic solvents (13), ex-
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tremely low frequency electromagnetic fields (ELMF)
(14-18), hair dyes (19-21), pesticides (22), petroleum
products and exhaust gases (23), animalborne viruses
(24), and forestry work (25) have been indicated as risk
factors, albeit with conflicting results (12,26).
Studies of suggested occupational risk factors for specific subtypes of AML, as defined by morphology or
karyotype, have not been consistent. Exposure was not
associated with any specific morphology in one study
(27), whereas others have indicated increased risks for
acute myelomonocytic leukemia after benzene (28) and
pesticide (29) exposures, increased risk for acute promyelocytic leukemia in electricians (30), and a possible association between exposure to solvents, insecticides, or
petroleum products and erythroleukemia (3 1). With regard to clonal chromosome abnormalities, in some studies, AML patients exposed to solvents or pesticides (3133) or "chemicals" (27, 34) had a higher proportion of
clonal chromosome abnormalities (especially complete
or partial loss of chromosome 5 or 7, and trisomy 8), but
not in others (16,35, 36). It has also been suggested that
AML in association with previous toxic occupational
exposures has a worse prognosis and represents a distinct
clinical, as well as cytogenetic, entity (32).
Little is known about the effect modification of exposure by age, gender, and smoking in AML. However,
Sandler et a1 (37) observed an exposure-responsebetween
smoking and risk for AML only for subjects above the
age of 60 years at the time of diagnosis.
The present study was undertaken to explore prevalent exposures, such as organic solvents, ELMF, and hair
dyes, suggested as risk factors in previous studies with
regard to overall risk for AML. Moreover, other objec-

tives were to study characteristic clonal chromosome abnormalities as markers of exposure, differential risks for
morphological subtypes, and effect modification by age,
gender, and smoking.

Subjects and methods
Cases
Our study is based on a series of 372 consecutive cases
of AML, diagnosed between 1976 and 1993; the subjects
were at least 20 years of age when cytogenetically investigated at the Department of Clinical Genetics, Lund,
which performs all cytogenetic analyses in southern Sweden. All referrals for such analyses are made within the
public health system. The hematology departments at the
Lund University Hospital and at the nearby hospital in
Helsingborg, throughout the study period, included cytogenetic analyses as a routine in the diagnostic evaluation of hematological malignancies, indicating that the
coverage of incident cases is most complete for these
catchment areas (Lund-Helsingborg). Interview information was obtained for 333 cases (90%) (table l). The nonparticipating cases were older (median age 68 years) and
more often women (59%).
The medical records for each case were reviewed by
1 of 3 hematologists (38). The diagnoses were based on
the morphological and clinical findings present at the
time of the cytogenetic investigation. The morphological subtypes according to the French-American-British
(FAB) classification were as follows: minimally differentiated (MO) 1 case, myeloblastic without maturation

Table 1. Descriptive data for the cases of acute myeloid leukemia investigated cytogenetically between 1976 and 1993 in Lund, Sweden,
and f o r their population referents. (CCA= clonal chromosome aberrations)
InterYear of diagnosis
viewed
subjects
(N)

Casesc
CCA
Normal
ReferentsC
a

169
164
351

Year of birth

Age (years) at diagnosis

Median

10th
percentile

90th
percentile

Median

10th
percentile

90th
percentile

Median

10th
percentile

90th
percentile

1987
1988

1979
1983

1992
1993

1926
1925
1925

1910
1913
1912

1951
1950
1952

62
63

32
39

76
75

Men
(%)

Interview
with
nextof-kin

Smokersa
(%)

Chemoor radiotherapyb

Inter- Interview view
(YO) and
medical
records
(%)
42.6
56.1
50.1

88.8
84.1
14.2

46.2
47.6
41.0

6.5
4.9
4.3

17.8
7.3

Ever-smoker during the 20 years before the diagnosis of the case. Three cases and 3 referants with unknown smoking habits.
Chemo- or radiotherapy (including treatment with isotopes) during the 20 years before the diagnosis of the case (14 cases, 14 referents), or at an
unknown time (5 cases, 1 referent).
The median number of jobs reported, irrespective of the information source, was 3.0 (10th percentile: 1.0, 90th percentile: 5.0) for the cases and 3.0
(10th percentile: 1.0, 90th percentile: 6.0) for the referents.
Scand J Work Environ Health 2000, vol26, no 6
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(MI) 64 cases, myeloblastic with maturation (M2) 101
cases, promyelocytic (M3) 19 cases, myelomonocytic
(M4) 60 cases, inonoblastic (M5) 26 cases, erythroleukemia (M6) 13 cases, megakaryoblastic (M7) 3 cases, and
46 cases that could not be classified (39-42).

Cytogenetic investigations
All the cytogenetic investigations were performed in a
standardized fashion on bone marrow or peripheral blood
samples that were taken before the start of the AML treatment. In short, the cells were adjusted to a concentration
of 106/mland cultured for 24 and 48 hours in McCoy's
5A medium supplemented with 20% fetal calf serum, Lglutamine, and antibiotics, and the chromosomes were
banded by trypsin-Giemsa. Throughout the study period, the definition and description of clonal abnormalities followed the recommendations of the International
System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (43). In
general, 25 metaphases were analyzed. The cytogenetic
investigation was considered a failure if fewer than 10
metaphases could be investigated, and such cases are not
included in this study. The analyses were blind with regard to exposure.
The cases were cytogenetically divided into normal
or abnormal, with the latter further subgrouped on the
basis of number of abnormalities [I, 2, or complex (ie,
23 aberrations)], prognostic category, and characteristic
abnormality. The prognostic categories were bad [complex (if including total or partial chromosome 5 or 7 losse s ) , - 5 , 5 q - , - 7 , d e r ( l ; 7 ) , t / i n v ( 3 ) ( q 2 1 q 2 6 ) , and
t ( 9 ; 2 2 ) ( q 3 4 ; q l l ) ] , good [t(8;21)(q22;q22),
t(15;17)(q22;q12-21), and inv(16)(p13q22)], and intermediate [all other abessations]. The following characteristic abnormalities were also considered: -313p-, -515q-,
-717q-, +8 as a single anomaly, der(ll)(q23), and -121
12p-.

Referents
Statistics Sweden selected 3 referents for each case,
matched with respect to gender, year of birth, and county of living from the study population (southern Sweden)
within the calendar year in which each case was diagnosed. One referent in each matched set was randomly
selected to be interviewed. When referents or their nextof kin could not be interviewed, other referents from the
matched set were selected. Altogether 351 referents were
included in the study (participation rate 72%) (table 1).
The nonparticipating referents were older (median age
68 years) and more often women (60%).

Information on exposure
The subjects were retrospectively enrolled in the
study and contacted with a letter describing the purpose
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of the study and the main questions to be addressed during the interview. A life-long occupational history was
thereafter obtained during the period 1995-1997 in a
structured telephone interview made by 1 of 3 occupational health nurses who were aware of the case-referent
status. The history included all jobs held for at least 1
year, including worktask, department, and name of company. No specific exposures were asked for in the interview, but follow-up questions were triggered concerning the application of pesticides in work as a gardener or
horticulturist, lumberjack, railway worker (track maintenance), farmer, or farmhand; type of cargo in work as
a driver or on a merchant ship; handling of cytostatics in
work as a nurse; and working at a meat counter in work
as a shop keeper or shop assistant. Information on extra
jobs held for at least 1 year was collected in the same
way as for the regular job.
The following hobby activities were explicitly inquired about: motor repair, artistic painting with oil, furniture renovation, construction of models, riding, animal
breeding, hunting, and gardening. Follow-up questions
were asked about activity period and average hours per
week spent in the activity. A follow-up question on regular pesticide use was triggered by gardening as a hobby. Furthermore, questions were asked about regular hair
dye use, and smoking habits. The medical history preceding the time of the case diagnosis included questions
about radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and treatment with
isotopes.
If the subject was deceased or too ill to participate, a
next-of-kin was selected in the following order: spouse,
parent, sibling, and child. Information had to be obtained
from the next-of-kin more often for cases than for referents (table 1). The proportion of next-of-kin interviews
increased as the age of the subjects increased (eg, nextof kin interviews were used for 93.3% of the cases and
23.5% of the referents older than 60 years of age). Spouses and children were the most frequently interviewed
among the next-of-kin of both the cases (48% and 36%,
respectively) and the referents (27% and 63%, respectively).

Exposure assessment
Exposure assessment was performed by 1 of 3 occupational hygienists, on the basis of the structured telephone interviews made by the occupational health nurses. The occupational hygienists were unaware of the
case-referent status. The assessments for all cases, and
for the corresponding referents, were restricted to exposure periods of at least 1 year during the 20 years before
the diagnosis of the case. All codings were supervised
by double-checks performed by one of the hygienists
(HW).

Exposure assessments were performed for established, and suggested, occupational and leisure-time risk
factors for AML (listed in table 2). Quantitative definitions of the different exposure intensity categories were
used for organic solvents, benzene, and ELMF. "Low",
"moderate", and "high" exposure to organic solvents corresponded to 1-5%, 5-15%, and >15%, of the present
Swedish occupational exposure limits, respectively. For
benzene, the corresponding categories were 0.05-0.2,
0.2-0.5, and >O.5 mg/m3. Exposure to ELMF was classified according to 8-hour arithmetic averages reported
for different occupations (44), with the following categories: 0.23-0.30, 0.30-0.50, and >0.50 yT. For all
other occupational exposures, the different exposure intensity categories were delineated by examples of occupations or tasks. For exposure to aromatic organic solvents (excluding benzene), chlorinated organic solvents,
and cytostatic drugs, only dichotomous assessment (exposedlunexposed) was possible. Exposure to cattle, poultry and fresh meat was considered together due to the hypothesis of a common causal factor (animalborne viruses). The main occupation in this exposure category was
farmer.
For regular hair dye use and smoking, classification
was directly based on the specific questions in the interview. Cases and referents were classified as smokers if
they had smoked for at least 1 year during the 20 years
before the diagnosis of the case. Leisure-time exposures
were assessed for all the agents, except ELMF, ionizing
radiation and chemotherapeutic drugs.
For the occupational exposures, the confidence in the
exposure codings was assessed (high confidence or not)
on the basis of the quality of information on worktasks
and exposures in the interview data and the confidence
of possible exposure for different worktasks.
Interrater reliability was assessed after the exposure
assessments were finalized for all the interview forms.
The main occupational hygienist (HW) reassessed 198
randomly selected interview forms, unaware of the original exposure assessments. In the original assessment 47
of these subjects were classified as having certain occupational or leisure-time exposure to organic solvents,
70% of them were classified in the same way in the reassessment. The 198 interviews were also reassessed by
a 2nd occupational hygienist. The concordance between
the 2 reassessments was slightly better (80%) than between the new and old assessments; this difference indicated a slight shift in assessment with time. However,
there were no differences in the concordance between the
cases and referents. Only the old assessments were used
in the analyses of exposure effects.
We chose to include information on previous chemoor radiotherapy from both the interview and the medical
records (cases only) in the classification, since the interview was insensitive in detecting such treatment, as

judged from comparisons with the medical records available for the cases (table 1). Thus the effect estimates were
likely to be biased and therefore have not been presented.

Statistical analyses
When only general matching factors such as age and gender are used, confounding can normally be more efficiently controlled in a stratified analysis than in a
matched analysis (45). In our study, all effect estimates
were therefore obtained by unconditional logistic regression (46), stratified for age into 3 broad categories (554,
55-69, and 270 years) and gender. Comparison with
estimates from a conditional logistic regression model
(46) showed that the stratification sufficiently accounted
for the effect of the matching variables. Year of diagnosis and county of residence did not influence the effect
estimates and were therefore not included. When the
trends were tested, the coefficient from a logistic model
with the exposure intensity (l=hobby-low, 2=moderate,
3=high) and duration (as a continuous variable), respectively, was used as the test statistic, provided that the data
were fairly consistent with such a model (47). The population attributable risk, with 95% confidence intervals
obtained with the Mantel-Haenszel approach, was estiinated when appropriate (48,49).
In order to reduce exposure misclassification, only
exposure assessments with high confidence for occupational exposures were used in the analyses. Subjects were
classified as unexposed for a particular agent only if they
were unexposed with high confidence during the entire
assessment period. Subjects were classified as exposed
if they were exposed with high confidence for at least 1
year during the assessment period. Subjects that could
not be classified as exposed or unexposed with high confidence were excluded from the analyses. A less restrictive approach did not change the results substantially, and
they therefore have not been presented. However, the
approach implies that the presented exposure durations
and intensities are minimum values.

All acute myeloid leukemias
Exposure to all organic solvents was associated with a
moderately increased overall risk for AML (table 2).
Restriction of the analysis to the subjects interviewed in
person (45 cases, 301 referents) gave a similar, but less
precise estimate [OR 1.4,95% confidence interval (95%
CI) 0.65-3.11, Adjustment for smoking and treatment
with radio- or chemotherapy changed the estimate marginally (OR 1.7,95% CI 1.I-2.5). A stratified analysis
Scand J Work Environ Health 2000, vol26, no 6
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Table 2. Effects of occupational and hobby exposure 120 years before the diagnosis on the risk for acute myeloid leukemia. Only cases
and referents with exposure assessment with high confidence were included in the analyses [ELMF= extremely low-frequency magnetic
fields (occupational exposure only), OR = odds ratio, 95% CI = 95% condifence interval]
Cases (N)
Exposed Unexposed

Referents (N)
Uncertain

Exposed

ORb

95% CI

Unexposed Uncertain

Organic solvents
All
Hobby-low levels
Moderate-high levels
Benzene
Hobby-low levels
Moderate-high levels
Chlorinated solventsC
Gasoline and diesel fuel
Hobby-low levels
Moderate-high levels
Gasoline or diesel exhaust
Hobby-low levels
Moderate-high levels
Pesticides
Hobby-low levels
Moderate-high levels
Fresh meat or cattle or poultry
Hobby-low levels
Moderate-high levels
Fresh wood
Low levels
Moderate-high levels
ELMF
Low levels
Moderate
High levels
Regular use of hair dyes
Occupational exposure to ionizing radiation and cytostatics was too rare to permit analyses. In addition, the analysis for all aromatic solvents is not
presented due to a close association with exposure to all organic solvents.
OR obtained from unconditional logistic regression analyses. (See the text.)
cOnly 1 level of assessment.
a

indicated an increasing risk with increasing intensity of
exposure [table 3, test for trend (hobby-low, moderate,
high), P<0.01]. Typical occupations in the moderate-high
intensity category were painters and rubber industry
workers, and in the low-intensity category carpenters and
motor mechanics prevailed.
Suggested associations were observed for exposure
to benzene, but not for chlorinated hydrocarbons. No increasing risk by intensity of benzene exposure was observed. Effects from exposure to all organic solvents and
to benzene were separated by restriction of the analyses
to subjects exposed to solvents other than benzene. The
odds ratio was 1.2 (95% CI 0.69-2.0) for the hobbylow category and 2.7 (95% CI 1.0-7.3) for the moderate-high category; this result indicates that the observed
effect was not due to benzene exposure alone. Separation of the effects from exposure to all organic solvents
from that of aromatic solvents other than benzene was
not possible because they were too closely associated.
Analyses by duration of only occupational exposure
(ie, excluding leisure-time exposures) to all organic solvents also indicated a positive association with risk for
AML [I-7 years (12 cases, 15 referents): OR 0.98,95%
CI 0.44-2.2; 8-14 years (15 cases, 15 referents): OR
1.2, 95% CI 0.56-2.5; 215 years (30 cases, 17 refer-
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ents): OR 2.1, 95% CI 1 . 1 A . 1 ; P=0.03]. A similar higher risk for longer durations of leisure-time exposure was
observed, but with wider confidence intervals. Restricting the duration analysis to occupational benzene exposure resulted in wide and thus noninformative confidence
intervals. No clear association between duration of exposure and risk was observed for any of the other agents.
The population attributable risk from occupational
and leisure-time exposure to all organic solvents was
11% (95% CI 2.6-20%), OR 1.6, 30% exposed cases
(table 2), the main proportion being attributable to leisure time and low occupational exposure due to the high
prevalence. A similar estimate [14% (95% CI 2.5-26%),
OR 1.7 (95% CI 1.1-2.9)] was obtained when we restricted the analysis to AML (190 cases) from the best
coverage area (Lund-~elsingborg).

Clonal chromosome aberrations
Analyses by the presence of clonal chromosome abnormalities did not indicate that the increased overall risk
associated with exposure to all organic solvents was predominantly associated with AML with an abnormal karyotype. In fact, the risk for AML with a normal karyotype
in association with exposure to all organic solvents was
somewhat higher than that for an abnormal karyotype (ta-

Table 3. Categorical analysis of the intensity and duration of occupational and leisure-time exposure to all organic solvents as risk
factors for acute myeloid leukemia. The analyses were restricted to cases and referents with exposure assessment with high confidence
for the entire assessment period. (OR = odds ratio, 95% CI = 95% confidence interval)
Age group
Intensity

20-60

All
Cases

Unexposed
20 years' duration
205
Hobby-low
70
1-20 years' duration
1-7 years' duration
10
8-14 years' duration
18
15-20 years' duration 42
Moderate
1-20 years' duration
9
High
1-20 years' duration
9
Uncertain
40

261 yearsa

yearsa

Referents

OR

95% CI

243
57

1.0
1.5

1.0-2.3

94
31

103
38

1.0
0.90

0.49-1.6

111
39

140
19

1.0
2.7

1.4-4.9

17
15
25

0.72
1.5
2.1

0.32-1.6
0.73-3.1
1.2-3.7

4
5
22

12
10
16

0.36
0.58
1.5

0.11-1.2
0.18-1.8
0.70-3.3

6
13
20

5
5
9

1.5
3.3
2.9

0.45-5.2
1.1-9.6
1.2-6.8

7

1.6

0.57-4.3

3

5

0.66

0.15-2.8

6

2

3.9

0.77-20

3
41

3.9
1.2

1.0-15
0.74-2.0

6
19

2
20

3.5
1.1

0.69-18
0.52-2.1

3
21

1
21

1.3

Cases Referents OR

95% CI

Cases Referents OR

95% CI

..

0.67-2.5

The median duration of occupational exposure for the low-, moderate-, and high-intensity categories of the cases was 7, 5 and 9 years, respectively,
for the 20- to-60-year age group and 7, 13 and 8 years, respectively, for the 261-year age group.

a duration of 21 year, 20 years or earlier before
the diagnosis on the risk for acute myeloid leukemia with regard to karyotype. Only the cases and referents with exposure assessment
with high confidence were included in the analyses. (OR = odds ratio, 95% CI = 95% confidence interval)
Table 4. Effects of occupational and leisure-time exposure to all organic solvents with

Exposed
(N)

Unexposed
(N)

Uncertain
(N)

OR

95% CI

Referents
Cases
Without karyotypic abnormality
With karvotvDic abnormalitv
umber df'abnormalities'
One
Two
Complexa
Prognostic category
Good
Intermediate
Bad
S~ecificabnormalitv

-313p-515q-717qt8 (sole)

der(1 l)(q23)
-1 211 2pa

Refers to 23 abnormalities.
TWOcases with only leisure-time exposure, 5 cases with occupational exposure (3 moderate, 2 high).
Leisure-time exposure: OR 6.1, 95% CI 1.7-22; occupational exposure: OR 9.6, 95% CI 2.21-44; for subjects exposed to organic solvents, but not
to benzene: OR 8.3, 95% CI 1.8-38.

ble 4). The risk was not differential with regard to the
number of major abnormalities or prognostic category.
Among the characteristic abnormalities, a high odds ratio was observed for trisomy 8 as the sole abnormality
(OR 11, 95% CI 2.7-42), whereas all other estimates
were close to unity. Restriction to AML in the LundHelsingborg area gave a similar result (OR 19, 95% CI
3.1-110). The strong estimated effect for trisomy 8 was
not due to benzene exposure alone. An increased risk was
observed both for hobby exposure and occupational exposure. Out of 7 exposed cases with trisomy 8, 3 were

ever-smokers. None had been treated with chemo- or radiotherapy.

/

Morphoiogical subtype
We found no indications of a differential risk with regard to morphological subtype, with the exception of
erythroleukemia, for which a higher risk from exposure
to organic solvents was suggested (OR 4.2,95% CI 1.017, 5 exposed, 5 unexposed and 3 cases with uncertain
exposure). None of the exposed cases had trisomy 8; 4
Scand J Work Environ Health 2000, vol26, no 6
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were ever-smokers. None had been treated with radioor chemotherapy.

Effect modification
Although a weak effect from smoking was suggested (OR
1.3, 95% CI 0.96-1.8, ever smolters versus nonsmokers), smoking did not modify the risk for AML from exposure to all organic solvents. Furthermore, no effect
modification by gender was observed. In contrast, stratification by age indicated a higher risk at each intensity
level of exposure to all organic solvents for cases diagnosed above the age of 60 years (table 3).

Discussion
The salient feature of the present study was the consistent association between exposure to organic solvents and
risk for AML, especially in cases with trisomy 8 as the
sole aberration. Contrary to our hypothesis, the associations were essentially nondifferential with regard to the
overall presence of clonal chromosome abnormalities, as
well as to total or partial losses of chromosomes 5 and 7.
The hypothesis of an association between such exposure
and trisomy 8 was less strong, having been based only
on a few earlier publications (10, 31, 33). In our study, 7
out of 13 with i-8 as a sole anomaly had a history of exposure to organic solvents (table 4), a prevalence similar
to that reported by Davico et a1 (33). It is, in this context, noteworthy that a review of treatment-related AML
did not reveal a significantly higher incidence of trisomy
8 in such AML when compared with de novo AML (7).
The possibility that exposure to organic solvents thus results in different karyotypic patterns than does exposure
to radio- or chemotherapy is further supported by the
present lack of an association between exposure to solvents and abnormalities of chromosomes 5 and 7, aberrations that are common in treatment-related AML (7).
It remains to be seen whether other myeloid malignancies with trisomy 8 as a sole anomaly, especially myelodysplastic syndromes and chronic myeloproliferative disorders (I), are also associated with exposure to organic
solvents.
The suggested higher risk for erythroleukemia than
for other subtypes of AML in relation to exposure to all
organic solvents is interesting, but it has previously only
been reported in relation to a similar small number of
cases from a pooled study (31) and a case-series of benzene-exposed workers (50).
Our observations of consistently increased risks, even
from low-level exposure (not exceeding 5% of the Swedish occupational exposure limits) to organic solvents are
a source of worry. The results also indicate that exposure to organic solvents may contribute to an important
proportion of the AML cases in the general population.
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The most prevalent exposure was white spirit. For this
agent, the observations would coerespond to an effect level of <15 mg/m3, which is remarkably low. In addition,
an effect from leisure-time exposure only [OR 1.8,95%
CI 0.92-3.5, not in results] was indicated.
Benzene exposure, which is an established risk factor for AML, did not fully explain the excess risk for exposure to organic solvents. The observed levels of benzene exposure were low (72% of the exposed cases were
exposed to intensities below 0.07 ppm), and our modestly elevated OR estimates for benzene exposure are thus
not in conflict with those of former studies.
We did not observe an increased risk in association
with overall exposure to pesticides. The frequent use of
proxy respondents for the cases did not permit a classification of the type of pesticide. Our findings of no increased risk with regard to the use of hair dyes are in
accordance with the results of 2 former studies (51,52),
while 3 other studies (19-21) have been modestly supportive of such a risk. Previous studies of the risk for
AML associated with exposure to ELMF are conflicting
and indicate a moderately increased risk, if any (26). Our
results are compatible with this finding.
We may, to some extent, have underestimated the intensity and duration of exposure among the subjects by
only using exposure assessments with high confidence.
Bias resulting from such misclassification may be in either direction when more than 2 exposure categories are
used in the analysis (53). However, for both the cases
and referents classified as exposed to organic solvents,
the average number of years assessed with high confidence was 18 (out of 20 possible); this finding indicates
that this is a minor problem. In addition, we chose, on
the basis of previous studies of treatment-related AML
(12) and AML related to high benzene exposure (54), to
focus exposure assessment on the 20 years before diagnosis. If less intense, and less toxic, exposure is associated with a longer latency time than 20 years, our assessments would underestimate relevant exposure durations.
An important aspect of the validity of the study is the
differential use of proxy respondents for cases and referents; this use violates the comparable accuracy principle
for the selection of referents (55) and may lead to negative information bias. However, when there is no indication of a substantial difference in information quality, the
dominant use of proxy respondents for the cases and selfreports for referents is justified (56). The referents in our
study reported the same median number of jobs held as
the cases (table 1). In addition, no difference in the
number of years assessed with high confidence was seen
between the cases and referents for exposure to organic
solvents. Thus no substantial difference in information
quality was indicated, but the measures are crude. We
refrained from adding respondent status as a covariate in
the logistic regression model because such adjustments

do not necessarily reduce the net bias (57). An effect estimate for organic solvents restricted to self-respondents
did not indicate any substantial bias. Still, the clear difference in the proportion of next-of-kin interviews may
have affected the effect estimates. This possibility especially applies to cases diagnosed for older people.
Although the assessment of exposure was made without knowledge of case-referent status, for ethical reasons,
the nurses who carried out the interviews had this knowledge. This situation may have introduced a (positive)
bias, but, in our opinion, it is likely to have been small
since the interviews were rather firmly structured.
All referrals for cytogenetic investigations are made
within the Swedish public health system, and there is
therefore no reason to suspect any socioeconomically
based selection bias among the cases, although cases diagnosed at older ages, when curative intended therapy is
less frequent, are likely to be underrepresented. A lower
participation rate among the referents than among the
cases may, however, have introduced differential selection into the study with regard to, for example, socioeconomic factors, and therefore resulted in biased effect
estimates. Such a selection would be likely to introduce
a bias in the same direction for broad categories of exposure. We found no indications of such a general shift
in the effect estimates for industrial-urban (gasoline and
diesel fuel and exhaust gases and ELMF) or agricultural-rural (pesticides, fresh-meat-animal contact, fresh
wood) exposures (table 2), but it cannot be ruled out.
The results of a reassessment of exposure to organic
solvents agreed well with the results of the initial assessment. There were no differences in the agreement between the cases and referents.
The median duration of occupational exposure within dose categories was slightly higher for cases diagnosed
at older ages (261 years), and the proportion of next-ofkin interviews was higher than in the younger age group,
but it is questionable whether or not this difference explains the suggested effect modification by age. One alternative inte~pretationis that AML induced by organic
solvents occurs at an older age than AML with other etiologies. Another possibility is a stronger effect from exposure in that it has been suggested that the effect of a
late-stage carcinogen would be more pronounced at an
older age (58).

data entry. Asta Persson and Gunnel Nilsson retrieved
the medical records.
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Foundation. The project was approved by the Ethics'
Committee of Lund University.
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